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[1] Theoretical and experimental studies indicate that when oceanic crust is hotter than
about 800C, variations in crustal thickness drive lower crustal flow. We investigate the
nature of crustal flow beneath Iceland, where zero-age crust varies in thickness from
under 20 km to over 40 km over a distance of 100 km and temperatures exceed 1000C
below depths of a few kilometers. We model the regional characteristics of crustal flow
using the two-dimensional channel flow equation with depth-dependent viscosity.
The model predicts the observed decay in crustal thickness contrasts between zero-age and
off-axis crust on shore Iceland and development of a sharp Moho step as the plate moves
away from the rift axis. These features become locked in place as plate cooling
increases the viscosity. Observations are best matched by model predictions when the
solidus viscosity is of order 1018 Pa s, in agreement with viscosity estimates from
deformation rates associated with deglaciation and plate boundary processes. Crustal flow
acts to erase the crustal thickness memory of ridge-plume interaction, so that maps of
Icelandic crustal thickness can be used neither to derive a detailed plume flux history nor
to test in detail whether the Iceland Plume center is fixed relative to other hot spots.
Crustal flow beneath Iceland is an unusually clear example of the kind of flow postulated
to explain continental phenomena including exhumation of metamorphic core complexes
and associated development of low-angle detachments within extensional terrains and
sharp-edged plateau topography in major collisional belts.
Citation: Jones, S. M., and J. Maclennan (2005), Crustal flow beneath Iceland, J. Geophys. Res., 110, B09410,
doi:10.1029/2004JB003592.
1. Introduction
[2] Lower crustal flow in the continents has been pro-
posed to occur in regions of active extension and active
shortening. Differences in crustal thickness produce
corresponding variations in elevation and hence in gravita-
tional potential energy. If the crust is weak enough for
creeping flow to occur, these gravitational forces tend to
smooth out the crustal thickness variations. In extensional
regions, such as the Basin and Range Province, crustal flow
has been invoked to explain flat Moho topography beneath
a region whose upper crustal geology records marked
variation in extensional strain [Gans, 1987]. Theory sug-
gests that flow of the lower crust is confined in a channel
between the brittle upper crust and the mantle, provided, as
expected, the viscosity of the lower crust is less than that of
the mantle [McKenzie and Jackson, 2002]. If the flow is
driven by a relatively large crustal thickness variation, it
quickly assumes a shape characterized by a flat top and a
steep flow front irrespective of the starting configuration or
rheology [Bird, 1991; Kruse et al., 1991; McKenzie et al.,
2000]. This phenomenon potentially explains the develop-
ment of low-angle detachment faults that bound metamor-
phic core complexes in highly extended terrains. Lower
crustal flow has also been advocated in regions of active
shortening, such as the Himalayas and the Zagros mountain
ranges. Tectonic shortening generates a thick crustal root
beneath the center of the mountain range and this root may
drive crustal flow away from the range. Development of a
steep flow front beneath both edges of the range may
explain the sharp topographic steps bounding the Himalayas
and Zagros [Royden, 1996; Shen et al., 2001].
[3] Although the concept of crustal flow is reasonably
well understood, a number of problems have prevented
widespread acceptance that this phenomenon is important
on Earth. In this study, we investigate the evidence for and
the nature of crustal flow beneath the oceanic plateau
surrounding Iceland (Figure 1). The Iceland Shelf is a
roughly circular plateau encompassing Iceland and bounded
by a sharp topographic step. It forms the central segment of
the Greenland-Iceland-Faroes Ridge (GIFR), a hot spot
track built from anomalously thick oceanic crust generated
where the Iceland mantle plume interacts with the Mid-
Atlantic Ridge [White, 1997]. One problem in studying
crustal flow beneath the continents concerns the difficulty
in establishing whether the observed topography and geo-
logical structure are related to changes in thickness of the
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lower crust. This problem arises because continental plates
are old and heterogeneous. Topographic and structural
observations are much easier to understand in the oceanic
realm because the plates are young, structurally simple, and
their generation and subsequent evolution are well under-
stood. At Iceland, a variety of morphological, geophysical
and geochemical observations allow us to demonstrate that
off-axis crustal thickness has changed through time. Fur-
thermore, these observations suggest that off-axis crustal
mass distribution occurs by flow in the crust, so that the
sharp topographic step bounding the Iceland Shelf likely
represents a steep flow front.
[4] Further problems that dog the study of crustal flow on
the continents concern the time dependence of the flow.
Creep properties of solid materials are controlled by the
homologous temperature Q = T/TS, where T is the temper-
ature and TS is the solidus temperature, both in kelvins.
Flow can be initiated by heating or by adding water, thereby
lowering the solidus temperature [McKenzie and Jackson,
2002], but it is often difficult to find conclusive independent
evidence that sufficient heat or water have been added in
specific locations. Once flow has begun, the timescales and
length scales involved are relatively difficult to determine
because of the complexity of continental stratigraphy and
tectonics. Thus, in most studies of continental crustal flow,
we lack temporal information and observe only the final
product. It is easier to demonstrate that crustal flow occurs
beneath Iceland, and the timescales and length scales
involved are easier to estimate because crustal thickness
variations can be more clearly related to crustal flow.
Seismic refraction profiling has shown that the thickness
of zero-age oceanic crust emplaced at the Northern and
Eastern volcanic zones onshore Iceland varies from over
40 km to under 20 km over a distance of about 100 km
(Figures 2 and 3) [Staples et al., 1997; Darbyshire et al.,
1998]. These crustal thickness variations provide potential
energy required to drive a flow. Thermobarometry on basalt
and picrite samples from the Northern Volcanic Zone show
that the crust is accreted at temperatures in excess of 1100C
and at depths between about 4 km and the Moho
[Maclennan et al., 2001b]. Plate cooling models compatible
with geochemical evidence for crustal emplacement at a
range of depths suggest that the lower crust remains above
800C to distances in excess of 200 km off-axis [Menke and
Sparks, 1995]. Laboratory experiments suggest that oceanic
lower crustal gabbros undergo ductile deformation at tem-
peratures above 800C [Hirth et al., 1998] so that ductile
deformation of the lower crust should be an important
process beneath much of Iceland and the surrounding shelf.
We know the starting configuration of crustal thickness that
drives the flow, and observations of off-axis crust show how
the flow evolves as the plates move away from the spread-
ing axis.
[5] Recognition of crustal flow beneath Iceland has
important implications for understanding the tectonic history
of the North Atlantic and development of the Iceland
Plume. The Iceland Plume is thought the classic example
of a hot spot interacting with a spreading ridge, and the
Greenland-Iceland-Faroes Ridge (GIFR) is the most striking
physical manifestation of this plume-ridge interaction.
However, the GIFR-plume link remains poorly understood
beyond this general concept because of uncertainty over the
plate tectonic, mantle and crustal processes that have built
the GIFR. For example, a variety of seismic and geochem-
ical techniques show that the width of the plume conduit is
200–300 km in diameter [e.g., Allen et al., 1999;
Maclennan et al., 2001a; Kokfelt et al., 2003] but the
Iceland Shelf has a diameter of 400–600 km. Such prob-
lems also mean that it is difficult to relate the Iceland Plume
to other plumes, both in terms of relative motion and plume
flux. Maps of the crustal structure beneath Iceland itself
have been compiled recently from various seismic data sets
and from gravity modeling [Darbyshire et al., 2000a; Allen
et al., 2002a]. If the processes of crustal formation are
understood, a record of plume flux history might be
extracted from these maps which would place valuable
constraints on mantle dynamics. The main mantle processes
controlling crustal thickness are thought to be plate-driven
versus plume-driven upwelling, variations in asthenosphere
temperature and, less importantly, composition [White et al.,
1995]. The most important tectonic events are ridge jumps
that have progressively relocated the spreading axis within
the GIFR eastward relative to the Mid-Atlantic Ridge since
Miocene time, most likely to maintain the spreading axis
Figure 1. (a) Bathymetry of the Greenland-Iceland-Faroes Ridge and surrounding oceanic basins (offshore,
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC) et al. [2003]; onshore, ETOPO5). Thicker contours are at 500 m
intervals; thinner contour interval varies across the map, depending on the resolution of the component databases.
(b) Sediment thickness, contour interval 200 m [Srivastava et al., 1988]. (c) Depth to basement, estimated using
Hb = Hs  Ds(ra  r)/(ra  rw), where Hs is seabed bathymetry from Figure 1a, Ds is sediment thickness from Figure 1b,
and asthenosphere and water densities are ra = 3.2 Mg m
3 and rw = 1.0 Mg m
3, respectively. Average sediment density
is estimated using r = (1  f)rs + frw, where solid grain density rs = 2.7 Mg m3 and average porosity determined by
integrating the standard empirical relation f = f0 exp (z/ls) with depositional porosity f0 = 0.6 and compaction length
scale ls = 2 km. This scheme for r agrees with measurements from North Atlantic sediment cores by LeDouaran and
Parsons [1982] over their sample range of 0 < Ds < 2 km. Calculations performed after interpolating data sets in Figures 1a
and 1b onto an isotropic 3 km mesh using continuous curvature splines [Smith and Wessel, 1990]. (d) Magnetic anomaly
compilation of Macnab et al. [1995] plotted only at locations within 5 km of ship/air collection tracks. Thin depth contours
are 200, 500, and further 500 m increments. Bold depth contour is 500 m, marking Iceland Shelf edge. Numbers mark
magnetic chrons. JM, Jan Mayen microcontinent; KR, Kolbeinsey Ridge; MVZ, Middle Volcanic Zone; SISZ, South
Iceland Seismic Zone; TFZ, Tjo¨rnes Fracture Zone. Projections are oblique Mercator, centered on 17.5W, 64.5N (close
to plume center), equatorial azimuth 102, so that plate spreading has remained roughly parallel to northern and southern
edges since latest Eocene time.
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close to the plume center [Hardarson et al., 1997; Garcia et
al., 2003]. If these processes alone are operating, then it
should be possible to unravel the plume history from the
crustal thickness maps, but if crustal flow is equally
important, then the detailed crustal thickness memory of
plume flux history will have been erased.
2. Observations
[6] A number of studies have hinted at the importance of
ductile deformation of the crust beneath Iceland and the
surrounding region. The seismogenic layer onshore Iceland
has a maximum thickness of just over 10 km, so only the
upper layer of the crust is subject to brittle deformation
[Tryggvason et al., 2002]. Transform offsets which link the
various segments of the onshore spreading axis are zones of
en echelon faults rather than single fracture zones. For
example, the South Iceland Seismic Zone and the Tjo¨rnes
Fracture Zone accommodate W-E transform motion through
a series of rotating blocks bounded by N-S trending strike-
slip faults which are unconnected at the surface and pre-
sumably sole out in the weak lower crust [Einarsson and
Eiriksson, 1982]. Simple extrapolation of off-axis surface
geothermal gradients of 40 –50C/km [Flovenz and
Sæmundsson, 1993] implies that temperatures in excess of
800C are reached at depths of 16–20 km, and lower crustal
gabbros should undergo ductile deformation above these
temperatures [Hirth et al., 1998]. In this section, we present
further arguments in support of the importance of crustal
flow, based on two key observations. The first is the striking
topographic step bounding Iceland Shelf, which is associ-
ated with a step in crustal thickness whose height increases
with the age of the plate (Figure 1). The second is that zero-
age oceanic crust beneath the Northern Volcanic Zone crust
ranges from under 20 to over 40 km in thickness while
adjacent off-axis crust has a more limited thickness range of
25–35 km (Figure 3). We show that these off-axis crustal
thickness variations are not primary features; that is, they
were not generated in their present form at the spreading
axes but have evolved through transfer of crustal mass as
the plates spread away from the rift axes. We then argue that
creeping flow of the crust, as opposed to erosion, sedimen-
tation, or flow of magma on or within the crust, is required
to explain much of this crustal mass transfer.
2.1. Iceland Shelf Edge
[7] The sharp topographic step bounding the Iceland
Shelf is one of the most striking features of North
Atlantic bathymetry (Figure 1). The internal structure of
the shelf and the processes that build the shelf edge are
best investigated where the age of the plate can be
determined, so that a comparison with standard oceanic
lithosphere can be made. Determining lithospheric age is
difficult onshore Iceland because crustal accretion occurs
at overlapping rift axes and a number of rift relocations
have occurred in the past 20 Myr [Hardarson et al.,
1997; Garcia et al., 2003]. The tectonically complex
central zone, where the rift relocations occur, is bounded
to the south by the South Iceland Seismic Zone and to
the north by the Tjo¨rnes Fracture Zone. Outside the
central zone, lithosphere has been produced for the past
20 Myr along spreading axes colinear with the Reykjanes
Figure 2. Crustal thickness beneath Iceland. (a) Crustal
thickness map of Darbyshire et al. [2000a]. Constraints are
solid lines, wide-angle seismic profiles; dashed lines,
gravity profiles; and triangles, receiver functions. Data are
interpolated using continuous curvature splines [Smith and
Wessel, 1990]. (b) Crustal thickness map of Allen et al.
[2002a]. Crustal thickness is the sum of the thickness
predicted from isostatic balancing of topography and
deviation from isostasy required by seismic constraints.
Dashed box indicates region constrained by waveform
modeling of Love waves and by Sn travel times. Additional
seismic constraints are solid lines, wide-angle seismic
profiles; and triangles, receiver functions. (c) Crustal
thickness map for Iceland and surrounding shelf. Onshore
region is based on data compilation of Darbyshire et al.
[2000a]. Eastern and western offshore shelves are con-
strained by refraction profiles of Smallwood et al. [1998]
and Holbrook et al. [2001]. Northern and southern shelf
regions are determined by calculating crustal thickness
required to counteract plate cooling and maintain a shelf top
as a plateau assuming Airy isostasy. Projections are as
Figure 1.
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Ridge south of Iceland and the Kolbeinsey Ridge north of
Iceland. Thus the part of the Iceland Shelf south of the
South Iceland Seismic Zone is rigidly attached to the
lithosphere produced at the Reykjanes Ridge (i.e., their
horizontal velocity components are continuous) and the
part of the Iceland Shelf north of the Tjo¨rnes Fracture
Zone is rigidly attached to the lithosphere produced at the
Kolbeinsey Ridge. Several observations support this state-
ment by showing that the northern and southern edges of
the Iceland Shelf are neither active nor ancient transform
boundaries. First, magnetic stripes can be traced from the
ocean basins across the shelf edge with no lateral offset
(Figure 1). These anomalies can be traced toward Iceland
as far as the 200 m bathymetric contour, which probably
Figure 3
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corresponds to the oceanward limit of subaerial lava
flows. Second, no strike-slip seismic activity has been
reported along the northern and southern boundaries of
the Iceland Shelf. Seismic activity is concentrated at the
South Iceland Seismic Zone and the Tjo¨rnes Fracture
Zone and GPS measurements confirm that transform
deformation is concentrated at these zones. Finally, the
northern and southern edges of the Iceland Shelf are
strongly curved, concave toward Iceland, but transform
offsets must be roughly straight in the region of Iceland
because the Euler pole describing plate spreading between
Europe and Greenland has been located far to the north
between Oligocene and the present [DeMets et al., 1990;
Smallwood and White, 2002]. The Jan Mayen Fracture
Zone and the Charlie Gibbs Fracture Zone to the north
and south off Iceland, respectively, are both roughly
straight features, as are the many small fracture zones
that cut crust produced along the Reykjanes Ridge.
[8] Bathymetry about the Reykjanes Ridge increases as
the square root of age in the normal manner for oceanic
lithosphere (Figure 4). Although lithosphere comprising the
southern edge of the Iceland Shelf is rigidly attached to that
produced at the Reykjanes Ridge, the Iceland Shelf is not
composed of normal oceanic lithosphere since it forms a
plateau. However, there is no sharp step in either bathym-
etry or crustal thickness along the spreading axis where
the Reykjanes Ridge meets the Iceland Shelf, suggesting
that Iceland Shelf lithosphere forms in the same way as
Reykjanes Ridge lithosphere (Figures 1a and 3a). The
plateau and associated bounding step develop as the plate
spreads away from the axis because the Reykjanes Ridge
subsides in the normal manner while the shelf does not.
Lack of subsidence may be explained by unusual mantle
behavior and/or unusual crustal behavior beneath the Ice-
land Shelf. If the crustal thickness is constant beneath the
plateau, then the plate thickness must also be constant; that
is, normal plate cooling does not occur. Absence of mantle
lithosphere beneath the Iceland Shelf cannot be attributed to
heating of the plate by the underlying plume head because a
conductive thermal anomaly would have a diffuse boundary
and could not create and maintain the sharp topographic
step bounding the Iceland Shelf. Active mantle upwelling
within the plume conduit could potentially erode the me-
chanical boundary layer and maintain a sharp topographic
step. The plume conduit has been imaged as a vertical or
subvertical cylinder of seismically slow mantle by regional
travel time tomography [Allen et al., 2002b] and by phase
splitting observations [Allen et al., 1999; Shen et al., 1998].
Although the depth to which the conduit extends remains
hotly debated, its planform section is well constrained to be
Figure 3. Compilation of crustal thickness estimates from Iceland and surrounding regions. (a) Zero-age crustal thickness
measurements from seismic refraction experiments and receiver functions and estimates from gravity profiles, plotted
against radial distance from 17.5W, 64.5N (close to plume center). Seismic refraction lines are 1, RAMESSES [Navin et
al., 1998]; 2, [Bunch and Kennett, 1998]; 3, [Kodaira et al., 1997]; 4, CAM [Smallwood and White, 1998]; 5, RISE [Weir et
al., 2001]; 6, SIST [Bjarnason et al., 1993]; 7, FIRE [Staples et al., 1997]; and 8, ICEMELT [Darbyshire et al., 1998].
Receiver functions are three-letter codes that refer to stations of Darbyshire et al. [2000b]. Gravity profiles are from
Darbyshire et al. [2000a]. Line shows parameterization of zero-age crustal thickness as function of radial distance from
plume center (equation (9)). Regions 0, P, and A refer to subscripts in equation (9). (b) Locations of data points plotted in
Figures 3a. Contour interval is 500 m. (c) Tectonic map of Iceland, showing locations of crustal thickness profiles in
Figures 3d–3f. EVZ, Eastern Volcanic Zone; NVZ, Northern Volcanic Zone; SISZ, South Iceland Seismic Zone; and WVZ,
Western Volcanic Zone. Tectonic and geographical features are dark gray regions, fissure systems defining active spreading
axes; roughly circular outlines, central volcanoes; and white patches, icecaps. Stippled region shows plate produced at
Northern Volcanic Zone [Garcia et al., 2003]. (d) FIRE seismic refraction profile [Staples et al., 1997] projected along
spreading flow line. V area indicates upper crust with high seismic velocity gradient; dashed area indicates lower crust with
low seismic velocity gradient. Solid boundaries are constrained by reflected rays, dashed boundaries are constrained by
turning rays above and below but no reflections, and dotted boundaries are constrained by gravity modeling. (e) On- versus
off-axis crustal thickness changes unaffected by tectonic processes (i.e., ridge jumps) projected along ridge axis. Thin line is
zero-age crustal thickness parameterization from Figure 3a. Thick lines are off-axis Moho traces from B96 refraction profile
[Menke et al., 1998] and GP7 gravity profile [Darbyshire et al., 2000a]. (f ) ICEMELT seismic refraction profile
[Darbyshire et al., 1998] projected along plate spreading flow line. Upper crust, lower crust, and boundary line ornament
are as in Figure 3d; additionally, dotted boundaries are constrained by gravity modeling.
Figure 4. Bathymetric profiles along two flow lines
crossing Reykjanes Ridge and southern Iceland Shelf,
located on Figure 1a. Symbols mark contour points from
IOC et al. [2003] that lie within 1 km of profile. Profiles
chosen to cross regions of negligible sediment thickness.





age in Ma), where the preroot constant is similar to values
of 350 and 365 m/Myr1/2 [Parsons and Sclater, 1977;
Stein and Stein, 1992] characteristic of normal oceanic
lithosphere, with minor difference attributable to regional
variation in dynamic support and crustal thickness.
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200–300 km in diameter, while the Iceland Shelf has a
diameter of 400–600 km. The northern boundary of active
upwelling within the plume conduit is well constrained by
geochemical studies and the zero-age crustal thickness
profile to lie onshore Iceland, between the Eastern and
Northern volcanic zones (Figure 3) [Maclennan et al.,
2001a; Kokfelt et al., 2003]. Since the edge of the plume
conduit lies well inside the edge of the Iceland Shelf, it is
unlikely the two are directly related. Furthermore, Ito et al.
[1999] and Maclennan et al. [2001a] showed that active
upwelling occurs only at depths greater than 100 km, since
dehydration causes the viscosity of mantle rock to increase
by several orders of magnitude as it crosses the dry solidus.
[9] Since neither thermal nor mechanical erosion of the
mantle lithosphere can account for the flat top of the Iceland
Shelf, it must be supported by an increase in crustal
thickness as the plate spreads away from the rift axis. A
general correlation between topography and crustal thick-
ness has been noted onshore Iceland [Darbyshire et al.,
2000a; Allen et al., 2002a] and in connection with the
V-shaped bathymetric lineations formed at the Reykjanes
Ridge [Smallwood and White, 1998]. Unfortunately, no
wide-angle seismic profiles have unambiguously imaged
the Moho off axis beneath the Iceland Shelf edge. A Moho
step of around 10 km has been interpreted where FIRE
seismic profile crosses the shelf edge to the east of Iceland,
but the Moho in this region is constrained only by turning
rays above and below, and no reflections are observed. The
shelf edge south of the South Iceland Seismic Zone and
north of the Tjo¨rnes Fracture Zone is associated with a free-
air gravity edge effect consisting of a peak over the
landward side paired with a trough over the oceanward
side. Darbyshire et al. [2000a] extended the southern end of
the ICEMELT seismic refraction profile as a gravity model
and showed that the gravity data is consistent with a Moho
step beneath the shelf edge.
[10] Asymmetry of the Iceland Shelf edge about the
spreading axis provides further evidence that the shelf
topography is generated by off-axis crustal thickness
changes. Morphological features formed at a mid-ocean
ridge that are larger than individual faults should be
symmetrical about the axis, and the Reykjanes Ridge is
normal in this respect. One group of symmetrical features
formed at the Reykjanes Ridge comprises the V-shaped
ridges, observed as lineations both in bathymetry and in
the gravity field [Vogt, 1971; Jones et al., 2002]. Another
symmetrical feature is the boundary between crust seg-
mented by fracture zones, formed far from Iceland, and
smooth unsegmented crust, formed close to Iceland [Vogt
and Avery, 1974; Jones, 2003]. However, the Reykjanes
Ridge intersects the southeastern edge of Iceland Shelf
50 km north of its intersection with the southwestern
shelf edge. Furthermore, there are embayments within the
basement of the southeastern shelf edge while the south-
western shelf edge is smooth. The contrast between
morphological symmetry about the Reykjanes Ridge and
asymmetry about the Iceland Shelf spreading axis is
demonstrated more easily by projecting the topography
in terms of axis-parallel distance versus distance along a
plate spreading flow line (Figure 5). This technique
accounts for the fact that the plate spreading azimuth at
the Reykjanes Ridge has remained oblique by about 30
since latest Eocene time [Smallwood and White, 2002].
Basement topography is symmetrical about the Reykjanes
Ridge, but the Iceland Shelf topography is asymmetric
about the spreading axis.
2.2. Crust Generated at the Northern Volcanic Zone
[11] Regional models of Icelandic crust suggest that zero-
age crustal thickness in eastern Iceland varies by about 20–
25 km, from just under 20 km thick toward the northern
coast to over 40 km thick southeastern Iceland (Figure 2).
Adjacent off-axis crust has a smaller thickness range of 10–
15 km at around 100 km from the axis. It is difficult to
interpret and compare the regional crustal thickness models
in more detail because they are built from different data sets
using different interpolation techniques. Both models are
based on the same set of crustal thickness estimates from
receiver functions and wide-angle seismic profiles. However,
the Darbyshire et al. [2000a] model supplements this
relatively sparse data set with a set of modeled gravity
profiles, while the Allen et al. [2002a] model uses isostasy,
Figure 5. Bathymetry of Reykjanes Ridge and southern
Iceland Shelf projected as distance along flow line against
distance along spreading axis to illustrate symmetry about
axis. Two sets of 0.5, 1, 1.5, and 2 km contours are shown in
each plot, solid lines are from west of the axis, dashed lines
are from east of the axis (0.5 km contours always closest to
axis). Segments of 0.5 km contours along the shelf edge are
emboldened. Age of each contour point is determined by
linear interpolation between isochrons picked by Jones et
al. [2002], and distances along flow line are then calculated
by rotating points back to positions of formation on
Reykjanes Ridge using poles of Smallwood and White
[2002] and measuring distances from origin at 21.0W,
64.8N (intersection of northward projection of Reykjanes
Ridge and plate spreading flow line through plume center).
(a) Depth of seabed (projected from Figure 1a). (b) Depth
to basement after sediment correction (projected from
Figure 1c).
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waveform modeling of Love waves, and Sn travel times. In
this section, we concentrate on crustal thickness information
obtained from wide-angle seismic data, which offers the
best resolution in both vertical and horizontal dimensions.
The two key constraints on along- and off-axis crustal
thickness variation in northeastern Iceland are the FIRE
and ICEMELT seismic profiles, summarized in Figure 3.
The FIRE profile crosses the center of the Northern
Volcanic Zone and shows that the crust increases in
thickness from 19 km at the axis to about 35km thick
within 50 km of the rift axis. The ICEMELT profile images
zero-age crust of around 42 km thick, and the off-axis crust
adjacent within 100 km is 29–35 km thick. Moho positions
on both profiles are constrained by PmP reflections and by
turning rays in the lower crust, although lower crustal
structure on the FIRE profile is better constrained than that
on the ICEMELT profile in both these respects. Since the
ICEMELT and FIRE zero-age crustal thickness estimates
are accurate to ±2 and ±1 km, respectively, the variation in
zero-age crustal thickness along the Northern Volcanic
Zone is constrained to be 20–26 km over a distance of
less than 100 km. At off-axis distances of 100 km, the
difference in the crustal thickness between the two profiles
is less than 7 km. Notwithstanding the limited coverage of
wide-angle seismic data, these observations suggest that the
off-axis crustal thickness range is significantly smaller than
the zero-age crustal thickness range.
[12] We concentrate on crust formed at the Northern
Volcanic Zone in this section because it is possible to
demonstrate there that crustal thickness changes are not
related to tectonic processes. Staples et al. [1997, Figure 16]
illustrate how rift relocation might lead to steps in the Moho
when crustal flow is unimportant. Tectonic complexity of
the region between the South Iceland Seismic Zone and the
Tjo¨rnes Fracture Zone, coupled with the presence of later-
ally extensive subaerial lava flows, means that it is more
difficult to determine plate ages onshore Iceland than in the
surrounding ocean basins. However, a recent campaign of
Ar-Ar dating of dikes in northern Iceland has led to a
considerable refinement in our knowledge of plate ages and
the rift axis relocation process in this region [Garcia et al.,
2003]. The Northern Volcanic Zone was born 8–8.5 Myr
ago and was active simultaneously with a preexisting rift to
the west for 5–5.5 Myr. Plate accretion occurred more
slowly at the western flank of the Northern Volcanic Zone
than at its eastern flank while both rift zones were active. At
2.8 ± 0.1 Ma, spreading ceased at the western rift and plate
accretion has been symmetrical about the Northern Volcanic
Zone since this time. If we concentrate on the crust
generated at the Northern Volcanic Zone (stippled region
on Figure 3c), particularly at its eastern flank where plate
accretion occurred at a relatively constant rate, then we can
rule out a significant tectonic control on crustal thickness
variations. Importantly, the off-axis increase in crustal
thickness observed on the FIRE profile occurs within the
section of plate accreted at the eastern flank of the Northern
Volcanic Zone, so it is unlikely to be related to the rift
relocation process. The tectonic boundary generated by rift
relocation does not correspond to a significant step in total
crustal thickness on the eastern flank, although a noticeable
change in upper crustal thickness occurs at this location. It
is difficult to interpret the processes responsible for off-axis
decreases in crustal thickness observed on the ICEMELT
profile since it straddles the junction of the Northern
and Eastern volcanic zones, which have different tectonic
histories. The Eastern Volcanic Zone was initiated at about
3 Ma and has coexisted with the Western Volcanic Zone
since this time. The ICEMELT profile therefore images
crust accreted at the western flank of the Northern Volcanic
Zone since 8–8.5 Ma and eastern flank of the Eastern
Volcanic Zone since 3 Ma. Decreases in crustal thickness on
both sides of the axis are spatially coincident with tectonic
boundaries related to ridge jumps. However, the B96
seismic profile and the GP7 gravity profile suggest that
along-axis crustal thickness variation of 5 Ma crust is less
than that of zero-age crust. Both of these profiles lie within
the plate accreted at the Northern Volcanic Zone, so rift
relocation process is unlikely to be wholly responsible for
the changing along-axis crustal thickness variation with
plate age.
[13] Dramatic variation in zero-age crustal thickness
onshore Iceland reflects the temperature structure and flow
field within the Iceland plume head, best demonstrated by
comparing geochemical and geophysical observations along
the axis [Maclennan et al., 2001a]. The observed rare earth
element (REE) composition of basalts from the northern
part of the Northern Volcanic Zone and the axial crustal
thickness determined from the FIRE profile can be repro-
duced simultaneously using a melting model in which
mantle with a potential temperature of 1500C underlies
the axis and mantle upwelling is driven by plate separation
alone. However, plate-driven upwelling models cannot
simultaneously reproduce the REE composition of basalts
from the southern part of the Northern Volcanic Zone
(NVZ) and the axial crustal thickness estimate from the
ICEMELT profile. Lava composition and crustal thickness
of this region can be reproduced by models where the
upwelling rates near the base of the melting region are
10 times higher than those expected from plate-driven
upwelling and the mantle potential temperature is similar to
that beneath the northern NVZ. Numerical models of mantle
flow within the head of a ridge-centered convection cell
confirm that unusually high melting rates are required to
explain the composition and crustal thickness measurements
from southeastern Iceland [Ito et al., 1999]. Spatial changes
in mantle source composition are unlikely to explain these
differences in REE compositional and crustal thickness
along the NVZ, which occur on a length scale of order
100 km [Maclennan et al., 2001a]. Sr and Nd isotopic ratios
from the NVZ suggest that mantle source composition does
vary but on a length scale of order 10 km or less. Thus the
20–26 km change in zero-age crustal thickness along the
NVZ can be clearly linked to the difference between active,
convection-driven upwelling of hot mantle beneath south-
eastern Iceland and passive, plate-driven upwelling of hot
mantle beneath northeastern Iceland.
[14] The next question is whether the difference between
the zero-age crustal thickness profile and older axis-parallel
profiles reflects temporal change in melt productivity at the
NVZ, or a constant zero-age crustal thickness profile
modified by off-axis redistribution of crustal material. In
the former case, there need be no change in the thickness of
the crust once it has been emplaced. Seismic imaging of the
plume stem shows that it presently lies directly beneath the
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spreading axis at Vatnajo¨kull. Therefore relative migration
between the spreading axis and a plume head of constant
temperature/upwelling structure cannot explain the increase
in crustal thickness through time at the southern end of the
NVZ and a simultaneous decrease in crustal thickness at
the northern end of the NVZ. A temporal change in the
temperature/upwelling structure of the plume head would be
required to explain simultaneous increases and decreases in
crustal thickness along the axis. In this case, the structure of
the plume head must have altered over a time period of
5 Myr or less to explain the Moho geometry observed on
the FIRE profile. V-shaped bathymetric ridges generated at
the Reykjanes and Kolbeinsey Ridges suggest that the
temperature structure of the plume head has indeed fluctu-
ated on a timescale of 5–6 Myr since Oligocene time [Jones
et al., 2002]. However, numerical convection modeling by
Ito [2001] has shown that the melting anomalies responsible
for the V-shaped ridges can be explained by variations of
less than 100 km in the diameter of the plume conduit if the
temperature structure remains constant, a much smaller
length scale than the observed differences between zero-
age and off-axis crustal thickness profiles. We conclude that
the observed differences between zero-age and off-axis
crust generated at the NVZ are unlikely to be explained
by spatial changes in melt productivity linked to temporal
changes in the head of the Iceland plume. It is more likely
that the zero-age crustal thickness profile has remained
similar through the life of the NVZ but that some other
process(es) acted to redistribute the off-axis crust.
2.3. Off-Axis Crustal Mass Transport: Alternatives to
Crustal Flow
[15] Crustal mass transfer may be accomplished by sev-
eral processes which can be grouped into those that occur at
the surface and those that occur at depth. Surface mass
transfer takes place by erosion and sedimentation and by
accumulation of lava flows. Deep mass transfer occurs by
movement of magma within the crust and by creeping flow
of hot, solid crust. We suggest that temporal off-axis crustal
thickness changes are principally accomplished by crustal
flow because the alternative processes of crustal mass
transfer cannot fully explain the flat top and sharp edge of
the Iceland Shelf and the off-axis crustal thickness varia-
tions about the Northern and Eastern volcanic zones.
[16] Subglacial eruptions have played an important role in
the production and transport of clastic sediment during
Iceland’s geological history. Large volumes of hyaloclastic
sediment are generated during each subglacial eruption as
the overlying ice melts and some of the magma is frag-
mented during quenching. Often, the subglacial meltwater
escapes as voluminous floods known as jo¨kulhlaups, which
result in episodic discharge of volcaniclastic sediment to the
coast and into the ocean [Maria et al., 2000]. At present, the
southern and eastern parts of the Iceland Shelf are the most
active in terms of sedimentary processes because of their
proximity to the existing icecaps, but almost the entire
island was covered by ice at the maximum extent of
glaciation [Andrews et al., 2000]. Seismic reflection profiles
show that the shelf to the south, east and west of Iceland is
covered by a sediment layer only 0–200 m thick (Figure 1c)
[Johnson and Tanner, 1972; Boulton et al., 1988; Syvitski et
al., 1999]. Most sediment delivered to the coastline is
transported across the shelf and into the heads of major
turbidite channels that cut through the fringing sediments
and into the basement step, to supply the Maury deep-sea
fan and the Bjo¨rn and Gardar sediment drifts which cover
the floor of the oceanic basin south of Iceland and east of
the Reykjanes Ridge [Boulton et al., 1988]. Seismic reflec-
tion profiling across the shelf edge shows that some of the
sediment accumulates in a skirt that fringes a preexisting
basement step [Johnson and Tanner, 1972]. Modeling of the
gravity and magnetic edge effects at the shelf break show
that the basement is composed of basaltic material and that
the sedimentary skirt is of order 1 km thick and 4–10 km
wide [Pa´lmason, 1974; Jo´nsson and Kristja´nsson, 1998].
Comparison of seismic velocities from refraction profiles
across the Iceland Shelf and the sediment fan at the mouth of
Scoresby Sund, East Greenland confirm that the Iceland
Shelf edge is not composed of sediment buried beneath a
lava carapace. The front of the Scoresby Sund sediment fan,
off eastern Greenland, is morphologically similar to the
Iceland Shelf edge but is characterized by velocities increas-
ing from 1.9 km/s at the sediment surface to 4.5 km/s at a
depth of around 5 km [Weigel et al., 1995]. In contrast, at the
eastern edge of the Iceland Shelf, seismic velocities for the
basement below the 0–200 m sediment layer exceed
4.5 km/s [Smallwood et al., 1999]. We conclude that the
offshore plateau and bounding sharp topographic step com-
prising the Iceland Shelf are not sedimentary constructions.
[17] Can crustal thickness changes associated with the
Iceland Shelf edge be attributed to off-axis accumulation of
lavas flowing outward from the spreading axis? It is difficult
to answer this question using existing seismic observations
because of the difficulty of distinguishing extrusive and
intrusive crust. A seismic upper crustal layer can be mapped
regionally based on its relatively high velocity gradient, but
the base of this layer probably represents an alteration front
rather than the base of the extrusive layer [Flovenz and
Gunnarsson, 1991; Darbyshire et al., 2000a]. Smallwood et
al. [1998] noted a sequence of dipping reflections down to
15 km on a deep seismic reflection profile shot along
Reydarfjo¨dur on the eastern Iceland Shelf. It is unclear
how much of this reflective sequence is composed of lava
flows. Deep reflections have also been reported at similar
depths beneath the Northern Volcanic Zone [Zverev et al.,
1980], and geochemical indicators of depths of crystalliza-
tion and seismic imaging of magma accumulations show
that these reflections are well within the intrusive layer
[Maclennan et al., 2001b]. The axial lower crustal reflec-
tions are more likely to originate from horizontal intrusive
bodies, as in the model developed to account for reflectivity
of the continental lower crust by Singh and McKenzie
[1993]. Notwithstanding these difficulties concerning seis-
mic data, two observations suggest that off-axis lava accu-
mulation cannot fully explain bulk off-axis crustal thickness
changes. First, lava accumulation cannot explain the off-
axis thinning of the crust observed on the ICEMELT
refraction profile. Second, some magnetic stripes mount
the shelf to depths as shallow as 200 m (Figure 1), implying
that the outer part of the shelf consists of pillow lavas
produced at the spreading axis rather than subaerial lava
which flowed outward from Iceland. This observation is
consistent with the idea that lavas have flowed across the
shelf only as far as the lowest eustatic sealevel during
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glacial times. Thus the topographic step at the shelf edge is
unlikely to represent the shelf slope break of a lava delta
caused by quenching of subaerial lava flows.
[18] The distribution of melt within the Icelandic crust
can be constrained using geophysical, geological and
petrological observations. Major element compositional
variations within basalts from the active rift zones are
controlled by crystallization of gabbro at depths of 10–
30 km [Maclennan et al., 2001b]. The P wave velocity
of the lower crust under the rift zones can be matched if
this cumulate material is presently at temperatures close
to or beneath its solidus. Geophysical observations which
indicate that the lower crust is subsolidus include low
seismic attenuation [Menke et al., 1995]. The same
conclusion is inferred from measurements of the seismic
VP/VS ratio in the range 1.75–1.79, equivalent to a
Poisson’s ratio of 0.26–0.27 [Bjarnason et al., 1993;
Menke et al., 1996; Brandsdottı´r et al., 1997; Staples et
al., 1997; Darbyshire et al., 1998; Menke et al., 1998;
Weir et al., 2001]. In combination, the observations
suggest that much of the axial crust is likely to be
subsolidus with lenses of melt sparsely distributed
throughout the crust. This crustal accretion model is
similar to the multisills model of accretion proposed by
Kelemen et al. [1997] for oceanic crust exposed in the
Oman ophiolite. Thermal models demonstrate that as the
crust moves away from the axis, cooling acts to further
reduce the melt fraction present [Menke and Sparks,
1995; Maclennan, 2000]. Redistribution of the melt
imaged within the Icelandic crust is therefore unlikely
to account for the measured difference between zero-age
and off-axis crustal thickness profiles. Since neither
surface processes nor movement of magma at depth can
fully explain the off-axis crustal thickness variations, we
conclude that viscous flow of hot but solid crust is an
important process beneath Iceland.
3. Crustal Flow
3.1. Theory
[19] A number of authors have studied the behavior of a
simple model consisting of a flowing layer of thickness h1,
density r1 and dynamic viscosity h1 overlying a half-space
of density and viscosity r2, h2 [e.g., Kusznir and Matthews,
1988; Bird, 1991; Kruse et al., 1991]. McKenzie et al.
[2000] obtained full solutions to the Newtonian problem for
the linear case, applicable when the amplitudes of distur-
bances of the layer boundaries x are small in comparison to
h1. For Iceland, h1  10 km, equivalent to the difference
between the average depth to the 800C isotherm and the
average crustal thickness, and x  20 km, equivalent to the
variation in thickness of zero-age crust onshore. Since x >
h1, linear theory must be viewed as a starting point only.
The main prediction of the linear theory is that disturbances
of wavelength around 10h should decay fastest, which
implies that crustal thickness variations of wavelength
100 km should be absent in the off-axis regions of
Iceland. Huppert [1982] discussed a comparable nonlinear
problem in which a thin viscous gravity current of thickness
h spreads over a horizontally rigid and vertically undeform-
able surface. McKenzie et al. [2000] adapted the model to
consider a layer of lighter fluid spreading over a denser fluid
half-space with a horizontally rigid but vertically deform-
able interface. The behavior of the nonlinear model depends
on the relative thickness of the channel into which the
gravity current flows, equivalent to h1/x in the linear model.
When the background channel is relatively wide, a distur-
bance in thickness of the fluid layer decays so that the
boundaries of the layer become smoother through time.
When the background channel is relatively narrow, as is the
case for Iceland, the front edge of the disturbance initially
remains fixed and the rest of the fluid piles up behind it to
form a steep flow front. In this way, any initial disturbance
decays to a similarity solution, whose form was estimated
by Huppert [1982]. Once the similarity shape is achieved,
the steep flow front advances and the fluid layer thins while
maintaining the similarity shape. The similarity shape of the
flow does not depend on the viscosity, but the rate at which
this shape is achieved and rate at which the topographic step
subsequently moves forward does depend on viscosity.
[20] Other workers have shown that a non-Newtonian
rheology describing power law creep also predicts the
development of steep flow fronts [Bird, 1991; Kruse et
al., 1991]. Development of a steep flow front with an
overlying topographic step is therefore not deterministic of
a particular rheology. We use the nonlinear Newtonian
model below since it is relatively simple to calculate.
However, development of a steep flow front does require
that the crust has a lower viscosity than the uppermost
mantle under the same deformation conditions [McKenzie
et al., 2000]. It is the contrast in rheological properties
rather than the change in composition itself that is impor-
tant here. It has been suggested that some prominent deep
seismic reflectors beneath Iceland and the surrounding
shelf might represent the gabbro-eclogite phase transition
within the crust rather than the crust-mantle boundary
[Smallwood et al., 1999]. We calculated the gabbro-
eclogite phase relations for a composition appropriate for
northern Icelandic lower crust [Maclennan et al., 2001b]
using the VERTEX method of Connolly and Petrini
[2002] in conjunction with the mineral database and
solution models of Holland and Powell [1998]. At the
solidus temperature of about 1100C the phase boundary
lies at a depth of 40–45 km, and it shallows as temper-
ature decreases with increasing plate age. Thus the Moho
interpreted on the FIRE profile cannot represent the
gabbro-eclogite transition because it lies too shallow at
the axis and deepens away from the axis. However, it is
possible that the deepest part of the reflector identified as
the Moho on the ICEMELT profile may instead be the
gabbro-eclogite transition. Whether or not this is the case
is of little consequence as far as the modeling below is
concerned because both the crust-mantle boundary and the
gabbro-eclogite phase transition represent a sharp increase
in viscosity at a given temperature [Jin et al., 2001]. In
both cases, viscous flow should be concentrated toward
the base of the gabbroic crust.
3.2. Viscosity Parameterization
[21] The principal difference between crustal flow be-
neath Iceland and crustal flow beneath the continents is that
temperature varies by over 1000C beneath and adjacent to
a ridge axis. We have therefore modified the viscous
channel flow model of Huppert [1982] and McKenzie et
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al. [2000] to allow spatial variation in viscosity. Evolution
of the flow is described by
@c
@t
¼ 1þ fð Þ @h
@t










where c is the crustal thickness, related to the topography on
the upper surface h by an isostatic constant f = r1/(r2  r1),
and q0(h0) is the dimensionless mass flux within the layer,
which depends on viscosity structure (Figure 6 and
Appendix A).
[22] Newtonian viscosity h depends inversely upon the
absolute homologous temperature Q according to
h ¼ h1 exp a=Q að Þ ð2Þ
where Q = T/TS, T and TS are the absolute temperature and
solidus temperature, respectively, and h1 is the reference
viscosity at the solidus temperature [Turcotte and Schubert,





where Q is the activation energy and R is the universal gas
constant. This expression does not include a pressure term
because the temperature dependence of viscosity is much
greater than the depth dependence over the crustal depth
range. The value of parameter a is currently best
determined from laboratory experiments on deformation
of dry diabase carried out by Mackwell et al. [1998].
These experiments were conducted at pressures of up to
500 MPa (equivalent to depths of up to 15 km) and at
temperatures of 900–1050C, appropriate for deformation
in the Icelandic lower crust. Furthermore, the Maryland
diabase investigated by Mackwell et al. [1998] has a
similar modal mineralogy to the inferred composition of
the Icelandic lower crust, with about 50 vol % plagioclase
and 40 vol % pyroxene [Maclennan et al., 2001b]. The
experimentally determined activation energy is Q = 485 ±
30 kJ/mol, which corresponds to the range 40 < a < 45.
We adopt a value of a = 40 for all the following
calculations.
[23] For a half-space cooling model, the thermal structure
is described by







where k = 106 m2/s is the thermal diffusivity and t is the
plate age. Q* is the homologous Celsius temperature,
related to absolute homologous temperature by Q =
(TS*Q* + 273)/TS, where TS* is the solidus temperature in
degrees Celsius. Viscosity-depth profiles calculated from
equations (2), (3), and (4) show that viscosity varies by many
orders of magnitude in the Icelandic crust (Figure 7). To
investigate the important features of channel flow with
strongly spatially varying viscosity, it is more convenient to
parameterize h directly as a function of depth
h ¼ h1 þ h0 exp z=lð Þ ð5Þ
where h0 is the viscosity at surface temperature and l is
a length scale. The principal benefit of the simple
viscosity-depth parameterization is that it can be inte-
grated analytically when substituted into the differential
equation for nonlinear channel flow (Appendix A). The
resulting dimensionless horizontal velocity profiles show
how development of a high-viscosity lid concentrates
strain toward the base of the layer (Figure 8). Flow is
localized within a channel where the viscosity is within
one order of magnitude of the solidus viscosity (h1 < h <
10h1) and within this region the flow profiles resemble
those for the constant viscosity case. This result holds for
both rigid and stress-free surface boundary conditions.
[24] The viscosity parameterization in equation (5) can be
used to describe the viscosity structure beneath spreading
ridges by increasing l through time to simulate the increas-
ing thickness of the high-viscosity lid that results from plate
cooling. The decrease in homologous temperature required
to raise viscosity by an order of magnitude is
DQ ¼ 1 a= ln 10½ 
 þ að Þ ð6Þ
Figure 6. Sketch of crustal flow model. Parameters are
defined in section 3 and Appendix A. Note that z^ represents
the absolute vertical coordinate, while z refers to depth with
respect to the upper surface of the crust (negative down-
ward) so that z = z^  h.
Figure 7. Parameterization of temperature and viscosity
structure of crustal flow model applied to Iceland.
(a) Geotherms calculated using a half-space cooling
model (equation (4)) labeled with plate age t in Ma.
(b) Corresponding viscosity profiles. Solid lines indicate
use of full viscosity-temperature-depth relation (equations
(2)–(4) with h1 = 10
18 Pa s and a = 40); dashed lines indicate
use of viscosity-depth parameterization (equation (5) with
h0 = 10
23 Pas, h1 = 10
18 Pa s.).
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Almost all the strain is concentrated within region where
h1 < h < 10h1 (Figure 8), which corresponds to 1 > Q >
1  DQ. From equation (4), the depth zc of the isotherm
corresponding to a viscosity of 10h1 is





where t is the plate age. Substituting zc in equation (5)
shows that l(t) is given by
l ¼ zc= ln 9=V½ 
 ð8Þ
where V = h0/h1. The relationship between the tempera-
ture and viscosity as a function of plate age is illustrated
in Figure 7 for both the viscosity-depth parameterization
(equations (6)–(8)) and the viscosity-temperature-depth
parameterization (equations (2)–(4)). These two viscosity
parameterizations are in close agreement within an order
of magnitude of the solidus viscosity where most strain
occurs. We use the viscosity-depth relationship in the
following calculations.
3.3. Application to Iceland
[25] The aim of this section is to use the simple two-
dimensional model of viscous channel flow with strongly
varying viscosity to investigate the general length scales and
timescales of crustal flow beneath Iceland. In future, a three-
dimensional crustal flow model which also incorporates rift
relocations will be required to match specific details of
Icelandic crustal thickness. General insights gained here form
a basis for developing such a model. Instantaneous rates of
crustal thickness change resulting from across-axis flow
driven by the Moho topography observed on the FIRE and
ICEMELT profiles are shown in Figure 9, calculated using
equation (1). The rate of crustal thickness change resulting
from along-axis flow driven by the zero-age Moho topogra-
phy is also shown. In all three profiles, both thinning of the
thick crust (i.e., negative @c/@t) and thickening of the thin
crust (i.e., positive @c/@t) occurs in the vicinity of the Moho
step. It is this behavior which leads to formation of a steep
flow front, as documented in previous studies. Differences in
thickening/thinning rates between the three profiles are
caused by a combination of differences in viscosity structure,
crustal thickness and Moho gradient through the term q0h3
(@h/@x) in equation (1). For example, axial crustal thickening
along the FIRE profile occurs more slowly than axial crustal
thinning along the ICEMELT profile. Although the FIRE
Moho gradient is the steeper, the rate of change of crustal
thickness depends more strongly on total crustal thickness,
which relates to the total gravitational potential driving the
flow. Hence the relatively thin axial crust along the FIRE
profile generates relatively slow rates of crustal thickness
change. Mass flux away from the axis along the ICEMELT
profile decreases to small values over 30 km, whereas the
average mass flux toward the axis along the FIRE line
decreases to small values within only 10 km of the axis.
This difference arises because plate cooling lowers the
average temperature of thinner crust more rapidly than that
of thicker crust. The plate cooling effect means that steps
in the Moho can be maintained at distances of more than
about 50 km from the axis.
[26] Crustal thickness change by along-axis flow occurs
more than twice as rapidly as that driven by across-axis flow
because of the relatively steep Moho gradient and the low
viscosity across the entire profile (Figure 9c). This result is
important because it implies that mass transport by crustal
flow occurs predominantly parallel to the axis. The explana-
tion for this behavior is that at any particular depth, viscosity
increases away from the axis but is constant along the axis.
Figure 8. (a) Dimensionless horizontal velocity profiles through a Newtonian fluid layer with
depth-dependent viscosity. Solid lines are for rigid lower boundary condition and stress free upper
boundary condition (equation (A7)); dashed lines are for rigid lower and upper boundary conditions
(equation (A11)). (b) Vertical dimensionless viscosity profiles corresponding to velocity profiles in
Figure 8a (equation (A4) with V = 105). Numbers in both panels mark dimensionless viscosity profile
length scale l0.
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Such a viscosity structure promotes along-axis flow and
inhibits off-axis flow because strain is concentrated where
the viscosity is lowest (Figure 9b). Given the relative impor-
tance of along-axis flow, it is likely that tracking the evolution
of an axis-parallel transect as it moves away from the axis will
provide a good general guide to the temporal evolution of
Icelandic crustal thickness. The starting condition is the
observed zero-age crustal thickness profile from Figure 3a.
Several time slices from the axis-parallel model are illustrated
in Figure 10. Evolution of the crustal thickness profile
depends on the thickness of the cooling lid, where the
viscosity is over an order of magnitude greater than the
solidus viscosity and negligible strain occurs. When
the high-viscosity lid is thinner than the thinnest crust, the
profile shape evolves as in the constant viscosity case
although at a slightly slower rate. The region of high axial
Moho gradient, constrained primarily from the FIRE and
ICEMELT refraction profiles, decays to form a section of low
Moho gradient behind a steep flow front, which propagates
forward. The flow front propagates forward until the base of
the high viscosity lid descends below it, when it becomes
pinned. Thereafter, the crustal thickness profile changes little
because theMoho gradient in the region behind the flow front
is too low to drive significant flow, even when the viscosity
immediately above the Moho is relatively low.
[27] Qualitatively, the model results show that predomi-
nantly axis-parallel crustal flow is able to explain the main
observations discussed in section 2, namely, development of
a sharp step in the Moho which can support the sharp step in
surface topography at the Iceland Shelf edge, and the reduced
crustal thickness range of onshore off-axis crust in compar-
ison with zero-age crust. Propagation of the flow front
provides a convenient way of comparing the simple models
with observations in amore quantitative way (Figure 11). The
Iceland Shelf lies about 200 km along axis to the south of the
plume center and 350 km to the north. The model flow front
becomes pinned at such distances when the solidus viscosity
is between 1018 Pa s and 1019 Pa s. Figure 11 also shows that
most of the viscous flow occurs within 1 Myr of crustal
formation. This result is in general agreement with the
Moho geometry observed on the FIRE seismic profile, which
shows steep Moho gradients immediately adjacent to the




[28] A variety of historical and recent observations have
been used to determine rates of plate deformation at Iceland
related to plate spreading and deglaciation. Deformation
rate observations are often used to constrain crustal viscos-
ity using a simple two-dimensional model consisting of an
elastic layer overlying a Newtonian fluid half-space. The
studies mentioned below fix the thickness of the upper
elastic model layer at not more than 10 km, constrained by
the maximum depth of Icelandic earthquakes. Hence the
viscosities determined for the underlying half-space are
estimates of the viscosity in the ductile part of the crust.
During the most recent glaciation (the Weichselian, prior to
Figure 9. Comparison of instantaneous rates of change of crustal thickness driven by observed across-
and along-axis Moho topography. (a) Observations. Thick gray lines are across-axis crustal thickness
variation observed on FIRE and ICEMELTwide-angle seismic profiles (across eastern and western flanks
of Northern Volcanic Zone, respectively). Thick black lines are simplified models formed by fitting
Gaussian curves to observed crustal thickness data. Thin line is 1025 isotherm, equivalent to viscosity
contour of 10h1. (b) Variation in dimensionless mass flux generated by simplified crustal thickness
profiles in Figure 9a (equation (A14)), h1 = 10
18 Pa s, r1 = 3000, r2 = 3200 kg/m
3, respectively
[Darbyshire et al., 2000a; Gudmundson, 2003], and a = 40). (c) Corresponding rates of change of crustal
thickness (from equation (1)). Negative values represent crustal thinning.
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13,000 years before present) Iceland was entirely covered
by an icecap which caused downward flexure of Earth’s
surface. Radiocarbon dating of the succeeding marine
deposits shows that postglacial rebound was very rapid,
being completed in about 1000 years, which requires a
viscosity of 1  1019 Pa s [Sigmundsson, 1991]. Following
the Little Ice Age in late medieval times, glacial retreat and
consequent postglacial rebound continues at the present-
day. Sigmundsson and Einarsson [1992] observed the rate
of tilting of the southwestern edge of Vatnajo¨kull between
the years 1959 and 1991 and inferred a viscosity in the
range 1  1018 to 5  1019 Pa s. GPS measurements of
postrifting crustal deformation about the Northern Volcanic
Zone yield viscosity estimates in the range 3  1017 to 2 
1018 Pa s [Foulger et al., 1992] and 3 1018 to 2 1019 Pa s
[Heki et al., 1993]. Hofton and Foulger [1996] estimated a
viscosity of 1.1  1018 Pa s from deformation associated
with dike injection within the Northern Volcanic Zone at
Krafla measured by GPS surveying. Jo´nsson et al. [2003]
stated that postearthquake ground movements in the South
Iceland Seismic Zone determined from satellite radar inter-
ferograms can be explained by viscous relaxation of lower
crust with a viscosity of 1017 Pa s. In summary, published
estimates for the viscosity of Icelandic crust based on a
range of observations from various parts of Iceland are in
the range 1017–1019 Pa s. These estimates are consistent
with the range 1018–1019 Pa s that we estimate from two-
dimensional modeling of crustal flow. This correspondence
also suggests that the assumption that the assumption of
axis-parallel flow inherent in the two-dimensional model is
reasonable to first order.
4.2. Formation of Iceland Shelf
[29] While crustal flow can explain in general the flat top
and sharp edge of the Iceland Shelf, its circular planform
requires further explanation. The key to understanding the
circular planform is that the off-axis increase in viscosity
related to plate cooling acts to inhibit crustal flow away
from the axis and instead channels flow parallel to the axis
(Figure 9). Predominance of axis-parallel flow means that
the series of model time slices in Figure 10 illustrates
evolution of the northern and southern edges of the shelf,
i.e., north of the Tjo¨rnes Fracture Zone and south of the
Figure 10. Model of crustal flow beneath Iceland based
on equations in section 3 and Appendix A. Each plot
represents an axis-parallel transect with lithospheric age t,
symmetrical about origin. Thin line is starting condition of
observed zero-aged crustal thickness profile (Figure 3a).
Open circles are region with h1 < h < 10h1 where strain is
concentrated; solid circles are high-viscosity lid with h >
10h1 and negligible strain; dashed line is 1025 isotherm,
equivalent to viscosity contour of 10h1.
Figure 11. Comparison of crustal flow model results and
observations. Position of flow front with time is shown for
different values of solidus viscosity h1. Gray region shows
observed distance from plume center to shelf edge north and
south of Iceland, likely formed above a flow front.
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South Iceland Seismic Zone. The western and eastern edges
of the Iceland Shelf reflect a mid-Cenozoic westward
relocation of the spreading axis which caused a sudden
increase in contemporary crustal thickness [Vogt, 1983].
This rift relocation was associated with the transfer of plate
spreading north of Iceland from the now extinct Aegir
Ridge to the presently active Kolbeinsey Ridge, which
began around chron 18 time (38 Ma) and ended just
before chron 6 time (20 Ma) [Smallwood and White,
2002]. Reconstruction of the Iceland Plume center in the
Indo-Atlantic hot spot reference frame shows that the
plume center lay west of the spreading axis following
separation of Greenland and Europe in Eocene time [Jones,
2003]. The westward ridge jump acted to position the
spreading axis closer to the plume center, where hotter
mantle beneath the spreading axis lead to generation of
thicker crust. Little subsequent east-west migration of the
resulting crustal thickness steps occurred because of the
difficulty of crustal flow in the direction of plate spreading.
Lack of migration in the direction of spreading explains the
observation that northward projections of magnetic chrons
18 formed at the Reykjanes Ridge roughly intersect the
furthest western and eastern extents of the Iceland Shelf
[Jones et al., 2002].
4.3. Rift Relocations on Iceland
[30] The geology of Iceland shows that the onshore
segments of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge have periodically
jumped eastward with respect to offshore segments since
Miocene time [Hardarson et al., 1997]. Kinematically, the
rift relocations act to position the onshore axis directly
above the stem of the Iceland Plume, counteracting west-
ward drift of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge with respect to the
plume center, but the dynamics of the ridge jump process
are not yet understood. A thermal control on rift relocation
is usually assumed [Vogt, 1983] but there are significant
problems with this idea. The established spreading axes are
the weakest tectonic features on Iceland since strength is
inversely proportional to temperature, and temperatures in
excess of 1000C are encountered at a depth of a few km
[Maclennan et al., 2001b]. It would be impossible to
generate a comparable geotherm in a off-axis region without
delamination of the mantle lithosphere and injection of large
amounts of melt into the crust, which can only occur after a
new axis has formed. It is therefore more important to
determine the process(es) that can strengthen and lock an
established spreading axis. Crustal flow provides a possible
mechanism for locking an established axis because there is a
component of crustal flows toward the rift axis in situations
where off-axis crust is thicker than on-axis crust (Figure 9).
In a typical Icelandic rift relocation cycle, the rift axis
initially straddles the plume center and subsequently
migrates away. Thus older, thick crust generated above
the hot, actively upwelling plume stem mantle is juxtaposed
against young, thinner crust generated above cooler, pas-
sively upwelling plume head mantle along the entire length
of the rift. Furthermore, when the plume stem no longer
underlies the axis, along-axis crustal thickness gradients
should be reduced so that along-axis flow should no longer
dominate flow toward the axis. If the resulting flow toward
the axis is sufficient to counteract plate spreading, the
established axis should lock. A new spreading axis would
then most likely form directly above the plume center where
the gravitational potential due to dynamic support is great-
est. A three-dimensional model of crustal flow is required to
test this hypothesis.
4.4. Melt Production Rate and Plume Flux
[31] Present-day melt production rates can be calculated
from the zero-age crustal thickness profile in Figure 3a.
These data can be parameterized in terms of crustal thick-
ness C (km) as a function of radial distance r from the
plume center









The constant term C0 = 7 km is the mean oceanic crustal
thickness [Bown and White, 1994]. Following White et al.
[1995] and Weir et al. [2001], we interpret the wider
Gaussian CP as the melt thickness component generated by
passive, plate-driven upwelling of unusually hot mantle
within the plume head, and the narrower Gaussian CA as the
melt thickness component generated by active, convection-
driven upwelling within the plume conduit. The melt fluxes
from these two processes can be estimated from the areas






where h and w are the height and width scale of the
Gaussian and U = 18 km/Myr is the full plate spreading
rate at Iceland [DeMets et al., 1990]. The presence of hot
mantle beneath the spreading center leads to a melt flux of
0.16 km3/yr, while active upwelling within the plume
conduit generates an additional melt flux of 0.08 km3/yr.
The latter value can be compared with the melt flux
generated by the intraplate Hawaiian plume of 0.16 km3/yr
[Watson and McKenzie, 1991] and suggests that the Iceland
plume is about half as vigorous as the Hawaiian plume. The
total excess melt flux generated by the Iceland plume is
0.24 km3/yr at present.
[32] An important consequence of crustal flow is that
the crustal memory of ridge-plume interaction has likely
been erased in all parts of the GIFR except the active
spreading ridges. Hence crustal thickness maps of the
GIFR cannot be used to derive a detailed plume flux
history. However, it is possible to estimate a time-averaged
excess magma production rate which can be compared
with the present-day rates. Figure 2c shows a map of
crustal thickness for the entire Iceland Shelf. The total
volume of the crust inside the Iceland Shelf edge is 6.67 
106 km3. Subtracting the average oceanic crustal thickness
of 7 km over its surface area of 2.6  105 km2 gives a
volume of 4.82  106 km3. The age of the western and
eastern edges of the Iceland Shelf are not known accu-
rately; 38 Ma is a reasonable estimate since the north-
ward projections of chron 18 produced at the Reykjanes
Ridge lies close to the western and eastern edges [Jones
et al., 2002]. The mean melt production rate in excess of
that generated by normal plate spreading is therefore
0.13 km3/yr. This value is about half the present value,
suggesting that the excess melt production has increased
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over time, which is consistent with the roughly circular
shape of the Iceland Shelf.
4.5. Off-Axis Magmatism
[33] The cause of flank zone volcanism on Iceland
remains poorly understood. Flank zone volcanism is much
less voluminous than rift zone magmatism and has geo-
chemical characteristics that indicate derivation from small
degrees of melting of an enriched (and possibly easily
fusible) mantle source at depths of >70 km [Hards et al.,
1995]. Crustal flow may play a role in melt generation
under the flank zones because it provides a mechanism for
off-axis crustal thinning and consequent upwelling of the
underlying mantle. The Snaefell volcano is located in a
flank zone that lies 50 km east of the Northern Volcanic
Zone in central Iceland. Crust moving at the Icelandic half
spreading rate of 9 mm/yr will take 5 Myr to move this
distance. The crust beneath Snaefell is 30–35 km thick,
while zero-aged crust along the same plate-spreading flow
line is 40–45 km thick. If this difference in crustal thickness
results from crustal flow, then 10 km of thinning has
occurred at an average rate of 2 km/Myr. While decom-
pression at such upwelling rates is unlikely to produce large
quantities of melt from depleted upper mantle [Bown and
White, 1994], it may be sufficient to allow small degrees of
melting of an enriched, fusible component of the Icelandic
mantle source.
4.6. Implications for the Continents
[34] The composition of the continental lower crust is
much more poorly known than that of the oceanic lower
crust. Studies of xenoliths and of high pressure metamor-
phic terrains suggest that the continental lower crust has a
generally dry mafic composition, although there may well
be considerable spatial variation in detailed composition
[Rudnick, 1992; Lund et al., 2004]. By analogy with
Icelandic lower crust, continental lower crust with a dry
mafic composition should have a solidus temperature of
around 1100C and a solidus viscosity in the range 1018–
1019 Pa s. The actual viscosity of such continental lower
crust will be several orders of magnitude higher because the
presence of a mantle lithospheric layer means that the
continental Moho is unlikely to reach the temperatures of
over 1000C found beneath a spreading ridge. Thus viscous
flow in average continental crust is unlikely to be as
spatially and temporally extensive as that responsible for
formation of the Iceland Shelf. Only when magma is
intruded directly into dry continental lower crust might its
viscosity be temporarily reduced so that significant channel
flow can occur. In this case, the main factor controlling the
final morphology of the flow will be the rate of cooling,
related in turn to the thickness of the intrusion [McKenzie
and Jackson, 2002]. If the continental lower crust is
hydrated, then a direct comparison with Iceland is inappro-
priate. Field studies of the exposed root of ancient mountain
belts indicate that water enters the lower crust along active
faults and converts dry granulites to eclogites [Lund et al.,
2004]. Paradoxically, therefore, in situations where the
lower crust undergoes brittle deformation, its bulk viscosity
may be reduced sufficiently for viscous channel flow to
occur. Such a situation may occur today beneath the
Himalayas [Jackson et al., 2004], so that viscous channel
flow of the lower crustal with a steep flow front is
potentially responsible for the sharp edged topography
bounding the Himalayas [Royden, 1996; Shen et al., 2001].
5. Conclusions
[35] Creeping flow of the crust is an important process
beneath Iceland. Crustal flow is confined in a channel
between the brittle upper crust and the top of the mantle.
Flow is principally driven by the change in zero-age crustal
thickness from over 40 km above the plume center to under
20 km over a distance of about 100 km. The three-
dimensional viscosity variation related to plate spreading
and cooling exerts an important control on evolution of the
flow. Strain is concentrated in the region where viscosity is
within an order of magnitude of the solidus viscosity of
1018–1019 Pa s. Most of the flow is likely channelled
parallel to the spreading axis. Off-axis thickening of the
high-viscosity lid promotes development of a steep flow
front which becomes locked in place as cooling continues.
This behavior can explain the general morphology of the
Iceland Shelf, which forms a plateau bounded by a topo-
graphic step. Recognition of the importance of crustal flow
beneath Iceland has implications for understanding the
structural evolution of the Greenland-Iceland-Faroes Ridge,
for interpreting regional crustal thickness maps in terms of
Iceland Plume activity and for correlating the Iceland Plume
with other mantle plumes. It also provides a useful con-
straint on continental tectonics.
[36] Further observational constraints and parallel devel-
opment of more advanced numerical models are required to
test the ideas presented herein. Wide-angle seismic profiling
across the Iceland Shelf edge is required to confirm the
occurrence of an underlying Moho step and to establish the
relative importance of deep processes (i.e., crustal flow) and
surface processes (i.e., lava flows and sediment accumula-
tion) in creating and maintaining surface topography. The
difference between zero-age and off-axis crustal thickness
variations inferred from the FIRE and ICEMELT seismic
profiles also needs verification. Improved constraints on the
timing and locations of rift relocations are required to clarify
the relative influences of tectonics and viscous flow on
crustal thickness. A three-dimensional crustal flow model
which incorporates rift relocations will be required to match
specific details of Icelandic crustal thickness.
Appendix A: Channel Flow With Exponential
Viscosity Variation
[37] Huppert [1982] described propagation of relatively
dense two-dimensional viscous gravity currents over an
undeformable surface. McKenzie et al. [2000] adapted the
model to consider a layer of lighter fluid spreading over a
denser fluid half-space with a horizontally rigid but verti-
cally deformable interface. We adapt the model further and
allow the layer viscosity to vary in the horizontal and
vertical dimensions x^ and z^ (Figure 6). The elevation of




h ¼ 1þ fð Þh ðA1Þ
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since the layer is assumed thin enough for viscous
contributions to the normal stress to be neglected. Viscosity
in the layer is parameterized as
h ¼ h1 þ h0 exp z^ hð Þ=l½ 
 ðA2Þ
where h0 is the viscosity at the upper surface and h1 is a
reference viscosity which does not refer to a particular depth
in the layer. The flow is governed by the balance between












where u is the horizontal velocity. If length is measured in
terms of the local layer thickness c and time is measured in
terms of a natural timescale h1/r1gc, then the local
dimensionless viscosity profile is given by
h0 z0ð Þ ¼ h=h1 ¼ 1þ V exp z0=l0ð Þ ðA4Þ
where V = h0/h1. If the lower boundary of the layer is rigid







Integration of equation (A3) subject to these boundary
conditions gives the dimensionless horizontal velocity
profile
u0 z0ð Þ ¼ z
02  1
2
 z0L  L1 DþD1 ðA7Þ
where
L  l ln h0½ 
; ðA8Þ
D  l2Li2 1 h0½ 
 ðA9Þ
and Lw  L(z = w). The operator Li2 represents the
dilogarithm function. If the upper boundary is rigid, then
equation (A5) becomes
u0jz0¼0¼ 0 ðA10Þ
u0 z0ð Þ ¼ z
02
2
 z0L þ z
0 þ L0  Lð Þ 1=2L1 þD1 D0ð Þ
1þ L0  L1
DþD0 ðA11Þ
Volume conservation requires that the rate of change of











Hence the elevation of the flowing layer with variable
viscosity is given by
@h
@t















Equation (A14) was integrated using a Runge-Kutte
scheme, and equation (A13) was solved by explicit finite
differencing.
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